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P endle Narrowboats is 
not a boat-builder that 
many people may have 
come across, but it has 
been quietly building 

a variety of boats, both narrow and 
wide-beam, in Lancashire for many 
years. Led by Shaun Dickinson, the 
company doesn’t produce a standard 
boat, but rather bespoke craft – 
including ones destined for outside 
the UK, such as a solar-powered 
floating B&B boat for the River Elbe.

Elizabeth Strilkowski wanted a 
boat to live on with her daughter 
Anya, while still being able to do 
some cruising. As they planned to 
base the boat on the River Severn, 
it was felt a wide-beam would give 
them plenty of space. They went to 
Pendle with their ideas and Elizabeth 
designed the interior, with support 
from Shaun, so that it matched 
exactly what she envisioned.

Shell and exterior
The shell by Collingwood is quite 
unassuming and gives little hint as 
to what is inside. It is based on the 
company’s Eurocruiser style, but 
with alterations to meet Elizabeth’s 
requirements. The shell has been 
designed to maximise the interior 
volume, so there is only a small forward 
deck with a single locker, suitable for 
an anchor and chain. There is a small 
set of glazed doors into the forward 
cabin, mainly to give fresh air and 
act as an emergency escape. The hull 

Floating
apartment
Serendipity is a residential wide-beam with 
a style and luxury spec all of its own. 
Mark Langley takes a look… 

NEW
BOAT
REVIEW

Fast facts 
LENGTH 65ft
BEAM 12ft 6in
BERTHS 4
ENGINE Vetus 80hp
PRICE Starting price 
 £155,000 + VAT 

Contact: 01282 614943
pendle-narrowboats.com

EXTERIOR
Above: A large 
canopy sits above 
the square stern.
Left: Side 
navigation lights 
are on a curve 
so will cross over 
each other; the 
tunnel light is 
neat but unlikely 
to be used on its 
current waterway.
Top right: Fairly 
short aft swims at 
both ends maximise 
space inside but 
slower cruising 
will be needed to 
maintain handling.
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and cabin both sweep up towards 
the bow, which allows a ‘step’ in the 
gunwale to create even more space 
inside. Under the water, swims at 
both ends are necessarily short but 
have sharp finishes to enable the 
bow to cut the water well and give a 
reasonable flow of water to the prop.

The cabin has vertical sides, topped 
with a solid handrail, and is finished in 
beige paint. This has been polished to 
a mirror finish, which is taken down 
to the gunwale and top bend, with 
black hull paint below. There is a single 
tunnel light above the forward doors, 
though it’s quite unlikely that this 
boat will ever venture through one, 
given its River Severn base, unless it’s 
transported elsewhere by road. Side 
navigation lights are on the curved side 
of the boat, which does technically 
mean they won’t show the correct 
angle, but it’s rare that boaters cruise 
at night. As it’s not a narrowboat, a 
masthead (225°) light would need to 
be fitted, rather than just a flat beam 
tunnel lamp, to meet the byelaws.

The huge expanse of gently curving 
roof is only punctuated by neat, low-
profile Vetus stainless steel ventilators, 
with an auto-tracking satellite dish and 
4G/wifi booster aerial further aft. The 
roof has space for solar panels in future 
– or, given fairly easy access, room for 

a garden or sunbathing spot. On the 
cabin sides, the dark tinted privacy 
portholes have their glass frames 
bonded to the steel and look superb, 
working well with the light paintwork. 
The portholes also have a thermal 
break to minimise condensation.

The aft cockpit has a lower steel 
wraparound dodger and, like the rest 
of the shell, is superbly finished with 
no ripples and very smooth welds. 
The stern is square, with rounded 
corners, which gives space inside the 
cockpit for a huge set of upholstered 

BOAT REVIEW

AFT COCKPIT
Far left: The rear 
opening bulkhead 
makes moving 
domestic furniture 
aboard a lot easier.
Left: The 
upholstery and 
canopy are by 
Canvasman.
Below: The double 
hatch allows the 
aft bulkhead to be 
opened up easily.
Opposite page: 
Opening the 
aft bulkhead up 
makes the cockpit 
part of the saloon, 
and forms the 
main dining area 
of the boat around 
a large table.
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lockers around an expanding table. 
The deck has a teak-like covering, 
which makes it warm to walk on 
in winter, as well as adding sound 
insulation properties. There is a 
very well-made and secure-framed 
canopy by Canvasman, with large 
windows and several zip-out panels. A 
closeable slot in the canopy allows for 
the tiller extension to pass through 
while keeping draughts down.

Most unusual is the method of 
accessing the boat. Serendipity has 
a large sliding hatch and a pair of 
wide doors that open to give easy 
entry. However, there are actually 
four doors – two pairs – which fold 
back on themselves, and the hatch 
itself is mounted on a much larger 
sliding one. With the big hatch 
open and doors folded back, the 
covered stern deck becomes integral 
to the saloon, and forms the main 
dining area. It still leaves space 
for gas storage against the fixed 
bulkhead either side of the door.

Saloon
As soon as you open the doors, you 
sense this is a very different interior 
to most boats. There is a set of open 
tread steps which narrow in width to 
provide a very interesting entry point. 
The saloon is open, and has been given 
some huge antique leather-finish sofas, 
which work well – and the expanding 
doors to the cockpit make it much 
easier to add domestic furniture 
(though it still took a human chain 
to get the furniture aboard when the 
boat was launched at Sirius Marine).

The owner has minimised fixed 
storage in the cabin – though there 
are two cupboards against the aft 
bulkhead for the essentials of electrics 
and other boaty items. The cabin and 
hull sides, plus the roof, are finished 
in painted tongue-and-groove boards. 
There is a central raised panel which 
breaks up the large amount of ceiling.

Chestnut oak flooring is fitted 

throughout, which is very practical 
and warm to the touch. The hull 
sides are asymmetric, with a kick 
plate to the port side to hide the 
pipework for the heating, and a flat 
hull side to starboard. Having fairly 
small portholes (for the size of boat) 
ensures privacy and gives plenty of 
space for artwork to be installed on 
the cabin side. While on a smaller 
boat it might be oppressive, here the 
boat has the feel of an art gallery.

There are LED down lighters, 
which work well with the finish of 
the materials. However, credit to 
the owner for the vast array of really 
interesting additional illumination 
throughout the boat. An example is 
the trio of huge glass bulbs, with LED 
filaments, which almost act as a divider 
between the saloon and the galley. 
They are a piece of art in themselves, 
as well as casting a gentle warm light. 

There is an excellent oak-framed 
mirror on the cabin side… though 
this is not all that it seems. In fact, 
it’s a mirror TV, which links to the 
Maxview satellite system on the roof. 

SALOON
Top left: 
Wonderful LED 
filament lights 
help divide the 
galley from 
the saloon.
Above: The 
saloon is a 
genuinely 
comfortable 
place to sprawl.
Left: The rear 
galley units hide 
various utilities.

Below: The 
dressing room 
between the main 
cabin and master 
bedroom is packed 
with wardrobes 
– and more art.
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So a functional piece of decoration 
when not in use and a high-definition 
TV when you want it to be. Not 
cheap, but a brilliant bit of kit. There 
is also Bluetooth music streaming 
capability, with speakers throughout 
the boat – including the bathroom.

Galley
The galley is open to the saloon, 
with a large L-shaped worktop, 

which houses plenty of storage, 
plus a slimline dishwasher and 
glass-fronted wine fridge. The large 
sink under the window is especially 
deep, with a copper finish, which 
matches the tap and metallic 
splashback behind. There is an 
induction hob, with four ‘burners’, 
which can run from the inverter or 
the shoreline supply, as well as an 
electric fan oven. The granite work 
surface is very smooth and well-
finished, and matches the dark grey 
of the cupboard doors. Slide-out 
bins are thoughtfully positioned 
under the counter by the sink.

The entire aft bulkhead is 
storage, with cupboards and fridge/
freezer… or so you think. The door 
closest to the corridor opens up to a 
utility room, which houses a full-
sized washer and separate tumble 
dryer, plus plenty of space for a 
vacuum, brooms and the everyday 
paraphernalia of living that you want 
to be able to shut away. There is even 
the cat litter box in here, accessed by 
a cat flap from the corridor behind.

Shower room
There is a corridor leaving to port 
behind the galley, with a connecting 
passage leading to the main shower 
room and second bedroom. The 
former is tiled and has a huge 
shower, partly enclosed on three 
sides, with twin heads. As well as 
a heated towel radiator, there is a 
raised rectangular washbasin on a 
cupboard and a back-illuminated 
mirror on the forward bulkhead.

The loo is a Cinderella incinerating 
toilet. This is powered by propane 
gas – the only gas appliance on the 
boat. A bowl liner is added every 
time the loo is used and it ‘flushes’ 
by evaporating and burning off the 
contents, via a catalytic converter, to 
ensure full combustion and venting 
directly overboard. This uses around 
160g of gas every time, leaving just a 
small amount of ash, which collects in 
a tray to be emptied weekly. The toilet 
can be used up to four times an hour 
under normal circumstances and gives 
around 80 cycles per 13kg cylinder of 
propane. This avoids having to keep 

BOAT REVIEW

GALLEY
Above: The 
galley is fully 
fitted, right 
down to a wine 
fridge at the 
end of the run.
Below: The 
copper sink and 
taps match the 
splashback and 
even the knives.

SHOWER 
ROOM
Left: The 
Cinderella toilet 
incincerates 
waste using 
propane gas.
Bottom: A glass 
screen protects 
the loo from 
water splashes.

Even the 2kg powder 
extinguishers are chrome finish.
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effluent aboard in tanks and, usefully 
for a residential boat, means that it 
doesn’t have to be regularly emptied 
ashore via a pump-out or cassette 
tank. The owner is very pleased with 
how it works. It also avoids the smell 
that most conventional boat toilets 
have, even when well-serviced. 

Second bedroom
Off the corridor leading to the shower 
room is the second bedroom, which 
is Anya’s own private space and is 
completely self-contained, with a 
full-sized double-bed, twin bedside 
tables and a desk/dressing table, 
plus its own TV on a wall bracket. 
In the alcove to port, there is a 
large free-standing wardrobe, plus a 
half-height chest of drawers, which, 
with careful use of lighting, makes 
the space feel much bigger than the 
floor area would otherwise suggest.

The interior doors throughout the 
boat are made with solid oak, but with 
a country-cottage feel to them, right 
down to the lift-up catches that secure 
them and large wrought iron hinges. 
This blend of ultra-modern, as in the 
galley, with a more rustic feel to the 
solid oak furniture sounds like it might 
not work – but it does, incredibly well.

Dressing room
One feature of Serendipity that you 
don’t normally find on a boat is its own 
dedicated dressing room. The corridor 
continuing to port passes through a 
door, to give more separation from the 
rest of the boat. The room has a bank 
of solid wood, free-standing wardrobes 
running along the centreline, giving 
a huge amount of storage for clothes 
and more. There is good lighting here, 
plus another designer radiator running 
off the Webasto diesel heating system. 
Again, the owner has added more art, 
including some neon tube lighting, 

and two characterful footstools, which 
are useful in a dressing room. Even 
the 2kg dry powder extinguishers 
throughout the boat are stainless steel 
models rather than standard red.

Master bedroom
Another door takes you into the 
bow bedroom, which is dominated 
by a huge raised berth (with space 
underneath taken up by the water 
tank and bow-thruster, plus some 
storage). There are shallow steps 
either side of the bed in case a leg-up 
is required, as well as a bedside table 
with a drawer and, to starboard, 
a wireless (induction) charging 
pad for a mobile phone. This is in 
addition to the ample 230V and 
USB sockets throughout the boat. 

Again, there is great use of 
illumination in the bedroom. 

Multicoloured lights under the 
gunwale are excellent and show off 
the curves of the hull, while bedside 
lamps and candles add even more 
elegance. Wooden louvre slats cover 
the glazed forward escape doors, and 
a mirror on the bulkhead opposite 
adds apparent volume to the cabin. 
It’s a bit of a squeeze between the 
end of the bed and the bulkhead, 
but by removing wardrobes and most 
storage from the cabin, it’s a very 
tranquil place. However, in case it’s 
not tranquil enough, there is another 
cabin off the master bedroom.

Bathroom
A door to starboard in the aft 
bulkhead opens to a bathroom… and 
what a space! It’s hard to know what 
takes your breath away first. There’s 
the massive red rose artwork on the 
bulkhead, and then the large white 
bath, with grey exterior, illuminated 
by floor-mounted spotlights. The 
mixer tap to fill the bath just subtly 
protrudes from the bulkhead, giving 
a rim around it that’s free of fittings.

A single window lets some natural 
light in, but despite the dark grey 

MASTER 
BEDROOM
Left: The bow 
cabin is spacious 
and has minimal 
fixed storage.
Below: LED lighting 
under the gunwale 
offers a variety of 
‘mood’ settings.

SECOND 
BEDROOM
Anya’s cabin 
is surprisingly 
spacious, with a 
good-sized bed 
(with storage 
under) and room 
for a desk-cum 
dressing-table - 
note the unusual 
rustic door style.
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tiling on the floor and cabin side, it 
doesn’t feel oppressive. There is ample 
space around the bath with plenty of 
room to towel down. You can imagine 
sitting in here, relaxing with a glass 
of something chilled at the end of 
a hard day. While most boats, even 
wide-beams, try to cram as much as 
psossible into any given space, this 
is an oasis of calm without clutter.

Against the forward bulkhead is 
a large illuminated mirror, with a 
big sink underneath, sitting atop a 
vanity unit. Like the rest of the boat, 
as well as the designer radiators, 
there is underfloor heating running 
from the diesel system, so it’s always 
cosy and with the Nest wifi-enabled 
thermostat it can be remotely set 
to come on before you get home.

Engine and services
Under the large hatch in the aft 
cockpit is the Vetus 80hp diesel, 
based on a 2.6-litre Hyundai base 

engine, which should give a lot of 
grunt to move this quite heavy and 
chunky boat through the water. The 
engine alternator charges four 110Ah 
lead-acid batteries via a Sterling 
alternator to battery charger, and 
230V power can be provided by a 
3kW Sterling pure sinewave combi 
inverter/charger or the shoreline. 
A relatively large 9kW Webasto 
Thermopro 90 diesel heater runs 
both the attractive designer radiators 
and the underfloor heating.

This boat is made to work as 
a cruising craft, even though it 
will predominantly be connected 
to a shore supply. The electrical 
system will cope with the myriad 
appliances aboard, as long as they 
are not all used at the same time, 
though the inverter can boost the 
shore supply when required. The 
gas system is solely to power the 
toilet, and two 13kg bottles can 
be carried in the aft lockers.

WW’s Verdict 
Serendipity is a wonderful 
floating home for Elizabeth and 
Anya. It may look conventional 
on the outside (which is not a 
bad thing) but the interior is a 
revelation! It feels like an urban 
designer apartment and it has 
avoided the temptation to cram 
in as much storage as possible. 
However, there is still plenty 
of space for things to be kept 
out of sight – and having two 
bedrooms, a large toilet/shower 
and a separate bathroom, never 
mind a dressing room, shows how 
well the space can be utilised.

The wide-opening rear doors 
and hatch mean that almost 
the entire length of the boat is 

useable space for year round 
living, in about 660ft2 of area, 
which is over double that 
of a 58ft narrowboat. While 
predominantly a moored, 
residential boat, it is still well-
equipped to navigate when 
required. The use of tiller rather 
than wheel steering is sensible 
and with the well-constructed 
canopy makes cruising practical 
on a river like the Severn.

Serendipity is a fabulous 
boat with a lot of personal and 
well-thought-out touches. After 
four months, Elizabeth and 
Anya are thoroughly enjoying 
their new floating home, even 
if the weather has been awful.

BOAT REVIEW

BATHROOM
Above: The 
stunning 
bathroom, 
with the uplit 
double-ended 
bath, tiling and 
excellent mural. 
Right: The 
bathroom 
washbasin has a 
colour-changing 
illuminated mirror.

“ELIZABETH DESIGNED THE 
INTERIOR, WITH SUPPORT FROM 
SHAUN, SO THAT IT MATCHED 
EXACTLY WHAT SHE ENVISIONED” 

Bonded glass 
windows act as 
privacy portholes.


